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Abstract

Rapid and reliable solution of parametrized partial differential equa-
tions is critical in numerous many-query and real-time contexts. Our
approach is based on three essential components:

(i) rapidly convergent global reduced-basis approximations—
(Galerkin) projection onto a space WN spanned by solutions of
the governing partial differential equation at N (optimally) se-
lected points in parameter space;

(ii) a posteriori error estimation—relaxations of the error-residual
equation that provide inexpensive yet sharp bounds for the error
in the outputs of interest; and

(iii) off-line/on-line computational procedures—methods which de-
couple the generation and projection stages of the approximation
process. The operation count for the on-line stage—in which,
given a new parameter value, we calculate the output of interest
and associated error bound—depends only on N (typically very
small for our typically very smooth parametric manifolds) and
the parametric complexity of the problem.



We first review our methodology for the classical elliptic and parabolic
equations of continuum mechanics relevant to acoustics (Helmholtz),
solid mechanics/elasticity, steady and time-dependent heat conduction
and forced convection, and steady incompressible fluid flow (Navier–
Stokes) and Boussinesq natural convection. For the latter (quadrat-
ically) nonlinear problems we must invoke an additional important
ingredient: the Brezzi–Rappaz–Raviart theory for (a posteriori) anal-
ysis of variational approximations of nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions. We provide examples that demonstrate the rapid convergence of
the reduced-basis approximation, the good effectivity (usually) of our
error bounds, and the often dramatic savings in computational effort.
(Work in collaboration with S. Deparis, M. Grepl, B.P. Hyunh Dinh,
Y. Maday, C. N. Nguyen, S. Sen, and K. Veroy.)

We next turn to our initial efforts in the application of these tech-
niques — in particular, reduced-basis approximation and online-offline
decompositions—to various quantum models for solid crystals. We
consider several quantum models from the simple Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-
von Weizsäcker model to the more complex single-point Density Func-
tional Theory (with the Xα approximation). For this class of problems,
the (often, numerous) parameters are typically the various geometric
quantities—lengths and angles—that define the periodic unit cell of
the solid lattice. The online “application” is, for example, rapid cal-
culation of forces for incorporation into ab initio molecular dynamics
calculations or perhaps multiscale hybrid simulations.

The DFT quantum models present many new numerical difficulties.
First, related to high dimensionality, we must develop spaces and pro-
jections that scale well with increasing number of electrons: of particu-
lar importance is the treatment of the Kohn–Sham orbital orthogonal-
ity conditions. Here we employ vector (almost-feasible) approximation
spaces in conjunction with partial orthogonalization constraints. Sec-
ond, related to nonlinearity, we must develop efficient approaches for
non-polynomial nonlinearities—for which classical Galerkin methods
are no longer appropriate. Here we enlist new “magic points” interpo-
lation procedures first proposed by Y. Maday. We present some first re-
sults that demonstrate the promise of the approach; however, ultimate
application to real problems will require further advances in offline ef-
ficiency, in sampling strategies, in the treatment of many-parameter
problems, in nonlinear solution methods, and in a posteriori error es-
timation.

Work in collaboration with E. Cancès (CERMICS-ENPC ), C. Le-

Bris (CERMICS-ENPC ), Y. Maday (Laboratoire Jacques-Louis Li-

ons, Université Paris VI), G. Turinici (CERMICS-ENPC & INRIA

Rocquencourt).


